
 

Dear Student Representative Assembly,  

 

The following memo was discussed at the Executive Board meeting on February 27th. After this 

discussion, Executive Board has recommended the following recommendations come to the 

Assembly. 

 

Following the decision of Executive Board to suspend the operations of MACycle for the 2020-

2021 academic year, we have continued to review the viability of MACycle moving forward. 

Due to the introduction of the Student Choice Initiative and the large operating fund deficit of the 

2018-2019 academic year, the MSU has been required to evaluate our current service offerings 

to students to assess their financial viability. Though the Student Choice Initiative is currently 

deemed unlawful, it is important to continue this work considering ongoing deficits, financial 

ability, and whether they continue to fill a gap in the McMaster Undergraduate Community. 

 

We have compiled a report below to provide Executive Board with additional information 

pertaining to MACycle and concluded the report with recommendations for the service 

operations of MACycle in the future.  

 

MACycle Service Mandate:  

 

MACycle’s purpose is to educate and inform the McMaster Community about issues related to 

cycling as an alternative mode of transportation. Additionally, MACycle provides a community 

hub for students and community members to have access to tools, volunteers, and parts. MACycle 

is intended to operate as a zero-cost service to the MSU. MACycle is lead by a Part-Time Manager 

who oversees all the activities and initiatives held under the service operating policy. MACycle 

also employs a shop mechanic who assists customers with their repairs and coordinated training 

for the volunteer’s duties. The MACycle executive team consists of a Promotions Coordinator and 

Events Coordinator. MACycle also provides the opportunity for students volunteer in the space to 

help students with repairs.  

 

External Data: 
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Through the MSU Feedback Survey that was available from November 19th, 2019 to December 

18th, 2020, usage and engagement data was collected for MACycle. The survey had 1045 

participants. Students were asked to rank their usage/participation in MACycle, a total of 790 

students ranked their participation. 549 students said they have never used/participated, 60 students 

said they rarely use/participate, 30 students said they sometimes use/participate, 21 said they often 

use/participate, and 12 said they heavily use/participate. Additionally, students were asked how 

effectively the MSU promotes MACycle and 781 students responded. Most students (204) said 

they were unsure of how the MSU promotes MACycle, students did however predominately 

respond that the MACycle promotions are very poor (171), poor (196) or moderate (134). The 

survey data sheds light on the lack of student engagement with the MACycle, specifically, 4.18% 

of students responded they often or heavily use the space.  

 

Table one: MACycle responses to “Please rank your usage and/or participation in the following 

MSU activities.” 

 

Question Response Categories 
Number of 
Responses/Category  

Do not know what this is 118 

Never used/participated 549 

Rarely use/participate 60 

Sometimes use/participate 30 

Often use/participate 21 

Heavily use/participate 12 

Grand Total 790 

 

Table two: MACycle responses to “Please rank how you feel the MSU does in terms of promoting 

the awareness of these services/initiatives to students.” 

 

Question Response Categories 

Number of 

Responses/Category 

Very Poor 171 

Poor 196 

Moderate 134 

Well 51 

Very well 25 

Unsure/Do not know what this is 204 

Grand Total 781 

 

  



Financial Information:  

 

The graph below outlines the 5-year financial trends for MACycle. Specifically looking at the last 

three years, MACycle has run overbudget, mainly due to lack of revenue being generated for the 

space. The amount approved is outlined in blue and the amount spent is displayed in red, the actual 

amounts are below the table. The 2019-2020-year end information is not available, however, to 

date, MACycle has cost $13,270.28. This decline can also be attributed to the lower revenues and 

the decline in the amount of bike available to sell at the Bike Auction this year.  

 

 

 
Year Amount Approved Amount Spent 

2015-2016 $ 19,770.00 $ 18,834.30 

2016-2017 $ 10,770.00 $ 6,515.70 

2017-2018 $ 4020.00 $ 12,197.47 

2018-2019 $ 7860.00 $ 11,636.63 

2019-2020 $ 9360.00 $ 13,270.28  

 

Over the last several months, ways to reduce the cost of MACycle have been explored. Having 

met with the previous MACycle director, there were not many options for reducing the cost other 

than potentially increasing the cost of parts to students/patrons. The large amount of volatility in 

MACycle’s budgets is mainly attributed to the bike auction. Specifically, because MACycle 

receives the bikes from Security Services and the amount of bikes Security Services collects each 

year is variable.  

 

Additionally, the addition of the shop mechanic was a new addition after the service review in 

2017. The 2017 service review made the following recommendations: combine the volunteer 

coordinator and shop coordinator into a paid assistant coordinator position, extend its months of 

operations from March 1-November 30, aim to create a larger volunteer team, and increase the 

price of parts and eliminate the membership fee. Over the last two years since the 2017 service 

review, it is evident that despite the adoption of these recommendations, MACycle has not been 
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able to increase service usage and has incurred more costs for the MSU, trending in the opposite 

direction of being a zero-cost center.  

 

Student and Volunteer Engagement: 

 

Student engagement and volunteers with MACycle is low. For the 2019-2020, most of the 

MACycle volunteers were not MSU members, there were 4 new volunteers and 2 returning 

volunteers. Additionally, the MACycle part-time manager did not have any executive’s this year, 

again due to lack of student engagement. The table below shows the applications for the executive 

positions from the last two years. 

 

Table 3: MACycle executive applications.  

 

Additional ways to achieve the mission of MACycle:  

 

Since MACycle’s inception in 2002, the University landscape has changed significantly. Most 

notably, the Office of Sustainability and the Academic Sustainability Program has since been 

created and within 4 years has become the second largest minor at McMaster for Undergraduate 

students. Despite the large increase in sustainability efforts, the engagement with MACycle has 

still declined. This said, the second, third, and fourth year sustainability courses all engage in 

projects to increase sustainability on campus and/or in the McMaster community. Through MSU 

advocacy efforts and partnerships with the Office of Sustainability, we can continue to promote 

issues pertaining to using cycling as an alternative mode of transport. Additionally, for folks within 

the McMaster community who would need a service repair on their bike, they are able to  go to 

Pieriks- The Bike Store, located in Westdale.  

 

 

Recommendations:  

 

1. A. MSU rescind the operating policy of MACycle.  

 

Ultimately, due to the lack of student engagement and the inability to fulfil the mandate of 

operating as a zero-cost center, we are recommending the MACycle operating policy be rescinded. 

Through the current Sustainability education and advocacy initiatives on campus, the purpose of 

MACycle can continue through those avenues. 

 

1. B. The MSU Maroons takeover the annual bike auctions with all revenue donated to 

a local Hamilton Charity. 

 

http://www.pierikscycle.com/


With the evolution of the MSU’s engagement in charitable initiatives, the MSU Maroons can 

facilitate and coordinate the annual bike auction in partnership with Security Services. All 

proceeds can be donated to the charity of choice of the MSU for that year.  

 

Thank you for your time, and we are happy to answer any additional questions. 

 

Warm regards, 

 

Alex and Sarah 

  



Appendix A: MACycle Approved Budgets in Full 

  
Approved Approved Approved Approved Approved  

Budget Budget Budget Budget Budget  
2015-16 2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 2019-20       

All: 
     

3301-0108 MCYC - SALES REVENUE ($4,500.00) ($9,000.00) (13,000.00) (14,000.00) -14,000.00 

3801-0108 MCYC - OTHER REVENUE ($4,500.00) ($1,000.00) 
   

5003-0108 MCYC - OFFICE SUPPLIES 
 

$100.00  
   

5101-0108 MCYC - TELEPHONE $350.00  $350.00  350.00 230.00 210.00 

5201-0108 MCYC - PHOTOCOPYING $150.00  $50.00  
   

5501-0108 MCYC - R&M - 

EQUIPMENT 

$500.00  
    

6494-0108 MCYC - VOLUNTEER 

RECOGNITION 

$1,500.00  $750.00  750.00 500.00 500.00 

6501-0108 MCYC - ADV. & PROMO. $1,100.00  $1,000.00  1,500.00 1,800.00 1,200.00 

6603-0108 MCYC - SPECIAL 

PROJECTS 

$400.00  $1,500.00  1,500.00 1,000.00 1,000.00 

6604-0108 MCYC - PARTS $10,000.00  $7,000.00  8,300.00 5,000.00 5,000.00 

7001-0108 MCYC - WAGES $13,000.00  $8,100.00  4,000.00 12,000.00 14,000.00 

7101-0108 MCYC - BENEFITS $1,200.00  $1,200.00  200.00 1,080.00 1,200.00 

8001-0108 MCYC - DEPRECIATION 

EXPENSE 

$270.00  $420.00  420.00 250.00 250.00 

8501-0108 MCYC - HST/GST 

EXPENSE 

$300.00  $300.00  
   

 
          

Total All $19,770.00  $10,770.00  4,020.00 7,860.00 9,360.00 

 

  



Appendix B: MACycle Year End Budgets in Full 

  
Current Current Current Current Current  

YE YE YE YTD YTD  
2015-16 2016-17 2017-18 2018-19 2019-20       

All: 
     

3301-0108 MCYC - SALES REVENUE ($6,731.90

) 

($12,737.89

) 

(14,318.86

) 

-8,828.84 -4,420.63 

3801-0108 MCYC - OTHER REVENUE ($1,621.54

) 

($143.00) (151.00) -143.00 
 

5003-0108 MCYC - OFFICE SUPPLIES 
     

5101-0108 MCYC - TELEPHONE $283.00  $339.60  339.60 339.60 141.50 

5201-0108 MCYC - PHOTOCOPYING 
     

5501-0108 MCYC - R&M - EQUIPMENT 
     

6494-0108 MCYC - VOLUNTEER 

RECOGNITION 

$305.75  $172.08  (172.08) 58.21 
 

6501-0108 MCYC - ADV. & PROMO. $115.24  $586.49  745.44 987.94 778.00 

6603-0108 MCYC - SPECIAL PROJECTS 
 

$115.69  1,225.64 78.65 
 

6604-0108 MCYC - PARTS $9,481.69  $9,791.40  15,590.86 4,474.12 2,484.80 

7001-0108 MCYC - WAGES $14,869.1

7  

$6,984.50  6,790.99 13,259.52 12,903.72 

7101-0108 MCYC - BENEFITS $1,448.53  $636.40  566.80 1,130.60 1,094.16 

8001-0108 MCYC - DEPRECIATION 

EXPENSE 

$414.93  $414.93  246.08 246.08 164.06 

8501-0108 MCYC - HST/GST EXPENSE $269.43  $355.50  1,334.00 32.75 124.67  
        

 

Total All $18,834.3

0  

$6,515.70  $12,197.4

7  

$11,635.6

3  

$13,270.2
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